
The Roundabout Road Quilt
Picnic (49” x 49”) or Lap-sized (49” x 66”)

Block size: 15”   Sashing: 2” wideTaught by Kimberly Mason, October 24, 2009 at Sugar n' Spice in Morton, WAContact Kim by phone: (360) 269-5299 or by email: kz@tds.nethttp://kimquiltz.wordpress.com
Please Note: Your class fee entitles you to a “Lifetime Friendship Guarantee” (LFG).That means, if you have any trouble finishing your quilt, CALL ME! I'd love to help.

Fabric Requirements (for top only):
Picnic Quilt (49” x 49”) Lap sized Quilt (49” x 66”)9 Fat Quarters (FQ) background6 FQ (minimum) for circle arcs½ yard sashing(4) 2½ “ squares for cornerstones

12 Fat Quarters (FQ) background9 FQ (minimum) for circle arcs1 yard sashing(6) 2½ “ squares for cornerstones
Additional Supplies:Kaleido-Ruler (optional, but handy!)Template material (I use old file folders) Starch (I use liquid starch)Paint brush (I use a small angled brush)Spray basting (optional, but handy!)

mailto:kz@tds.net
http://kimquiltz.wordpress.com/


Cutting:
Picnic Quilt:

● Cut (4) 8” squares from 
background fabric FQs (total: 36 sqs.)

● Cut (4) 4½” strips from each 
Circle Arc FQ.  Then, use your template or the Kaleido-Ruler to cut your circle arcs. (total: 72)

● For sashing cut (12) at 2½” x 15”
● For cornerstones cut (4) at 2½” square.

Lap-size Quilt:
● Cut (4) 8” squares from 

background fabric FQs (total: 48 sqs.)
● Cut (4) 4½” strips from each 

Circle Arc FQ.  Then, use your template or the Kaleido-Ruler to cut your circle arcs. (total: 96)
● For sashing cut (17) at 2½” x 15”
● For cornerstones cut (6) at 2½” square.

Circle Construction:1. Stitch pairs together, trim edges using the Quarter Circle template as a guide.2. Use the starch basting method to prepare inner and outer circle seam allowances for appliqué.3. Stitch pairs into a circle (don't forget to adjust outside seam allowances!)
Block Construction:4. Lay out all of the 8” squares referring to the quilt photo. Are you sure that's they way you want it laid out? Good, then...5. Stitch together groups of four squares for each block.6. Appliqué your lovely circles onto block background.
Quilt Construction:7. Sew blocks into rows, insert sashing between blocks.8. Sew sashing rows together.9. Sew the whole dang quilt together, row by row.10. Step back, admire your work. Aren't you wonderful?!! You could be a professional, by golly!




